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Press Release
Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Makes Closing Address at Sixth
Conference of Cell Secretaries of Workers' Party of Korea
Pyongyang, April 9 (KCNA) -- The respected Comrade Kim Jong Un made a
closing address at the Sixth Conference of Cell Secretaries of the Workers' Party of
Korea (WPK).
The following is the full text of the closing address:
Comrade cell secretaries,
The Sixth Conference of Cell Secretaries of the Workers' Party of Korea,
which has been held to bring about a radical turn in strengthening the cells, the
cornerstones and bases in consolidating and uniting the entire Party, is to wind up
its work after achieving its objectives amidst the soaring political enthusiasm of all
the participants.
The conference made an in-depth review and analysis of the work of Party
cells in the aspects of their merits and demerits and advanced major tasks they
should carry out at present and the practical measures for improving the roles of
their secretaries.
The conference reaffirmed the significance and importance of strengthening
Party cells in making the ideological and volitional unity of the entire Party rocksolid and powerfully propelling socialist construction. Expressed at the conference
were firm determinations to carry out our immediate struggle tasks by enhancing
the fighting efficiency of Party cells.
This conference will be etched in the annals of building our Juche-oriented
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Party as a meaningful conference that further enriched its original ideology of
building grass-roots organizations and set forth clear-cut action programmes for all
of its cell secretaries.
Comrade cell secretaries,
Turning all Party cells into healthy and viable ones which are closely knitted in
bonds of human feelings–this is the main idea of this conference.
Those that are not knitted in bonds of human feelings cannot become loyal
cells.
Turning all Party cells into collectives closely knitted in bonds of human
feelings is a prerequisite for strengthening the entire Party and an urgent problem
that should be solved without fail at present.
To this end, the Party Central Committee has advanced at this conference ten
major tasks that face Party cells and twelve major traits which their secretaries
should possess.
You, Party cell secretaries, must become the mainstay in making the cells
families closely knitted in bonds of human feelings and, in doing this, will have to
suffer from mental pains alone for others and work harder than anybody else.
Just as mothers always concern themselves with the life and growth of their
children and guide them along the right path, Party cell secretaries should patiently
educate and lead Party members with warm affection and devotion. By doing so,
they can train them into fighters boundlessly faithful to the Party and the revolution
and into genuine revolutionary comrades-in-arms who share the same ideas and
feelings.
Only then can they turn Party cells under their charge into collectives closely
knitted in bonds of human feelings and into vanguard organizations which share
sweets and bitters and creditably carry out their revolutionary tasks, overcoming
hardships.
They should efficiently lead the work of their cells in implementing the
strategic tasks advanced by the Party congress.
When they rouse up the spiritual strength of the masses of the people with
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powerful political work and make breakthroughs in the vanguard, miraculous
innovations can be created in all work places.
Since they are always among the masses, how they speak and behave act
promptly on the latter's psychology and have a great impact on them.
Party cell secretaries should become skilful political activists who can move
the hearts of the people by dint of tremendous strength, that is, undivided hearts.
They should always take the lead in tackling difficult and labour-consuming
work and become forerunners who uninterruptedly create new things with an
innovative way of thinking and style of work.
Comrade cell secretaries,
Through this conference, you must have realized once again how heavy is the
responsibility you have assumed before the Party and the revolution.
Our Party remains powerful and unflinching not because there exist its General
Secretary or the Political Bureau and Secretariat of its Central Committee but
because there are its cells, combat units in direct charge of carrying out its lines
and policies and grass-roots organizations, and its cell secretaries who have
assumed responsibility for it.
While working together with the masses at the production sites at which the
Party's intentions are being implemented, Party cell secretaries have stood in the
vanguard of struggle when the Party advances, become bodyguards and a shock
brigade in defending the Party at the cost of their lives when the Party undergoes
trials and unyieldingly supported the Party with silent and unassuming efforts
through their self-sacrificing endeavours and struggle at all times, wherever they
are; but for them, the great changes our Party has achieved and the road of victory
it has traversed is inconceivable.
Though they are not distinguishable from ordinary people in terms of position,
special favour or reward, our Party cell secretaries who are cornerstones and
reliable standard bearers and vanguard fighters in the great work unfolded by our
Party are career revolutionaries with no special positions, as well as unknown
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heroes of unknown heroes who work with devotion for the Party without asking for
any reward.
So, always feeling grateful to them, I have decided that I would request them,
the hardcore of hardcore of our Party, to make greater efforts and struggle harder
once more for our revolution and for our Party.
Comrade cell secretaries,
There are many obstacles and difficulties ahead of us, and so our struggle for
carrying out the decisions of the Eighth Party Congress would not be all plain
sailing.
Our Party never expects that there will be any fortuitous opportunity for us in
paving the road for our people and in realizing their great aim and ideals to build
socialism and communism.
There is nothing we could depend on or look to. We only believe in the hearts
of the millions of WPK members, especially hundreds of thousands of its cell
secretaries.
I made up my mind to ask the WPK organizations at all levels, including its
Central Committee, and the cell secretaries of the entire Party to wage another
more difficult "Arduous March" in order to relieve our people of the difficulty,
even a little, as they have followed their Party as their mother and overcome all
sorts of difficulties for several decades to defend it and to provide them with the
optimum material and cultural wellbeing.
Our people are invariably following our Party calling it a motherly party in
times of both happiness and difficulty.
This is a valuable title bestowed only on the Workers' Party of Korea in the
world and the greatest honour and glory that can neither be bought for billions of
tons of gold nor be bartered for anything.
Now our Party must, at all costs, prove itself worthy of the great trust of the
people who unreservedly address it as "mother."
To this end, it must become a genuine "servant" party for them.
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Comrade cell secretaries,
Availing myself of this opportunity, I make a militant appeal once again to all
the Party officials and cell secretaries to redouble their efforts to live up to this
great name given by our people, motherly Party, which is a source of its infinite
strength, symbol of its invincibility and unique title and appellation of the Workers'
Party of Korea and to safeguard and add eternal brilliance to this glorious honour.
When the hundreds of thousands of cell secretaries and officials across the
Party unite its members firmly under the leadership of the Party Central Committee
and give full play to their loyalty, patriotism and creative wisdom, our revolution
will always emerge victorious in high spirits and the ideal of communism will
surely come true.
Firmly convinced that the participants and all other cell secretaries across the
Party, mindful of the main idea of this conference and the tasks advanced by it,
will devote themselves to strengthening and developing Party cells and thus make
an active contribution to consolidating and uniting the entire Party, I declare the
Sixth Conference of Cell Secretaries of the Workers' Party of Korea closed.
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